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Abstract
We introduce a method of decomposing the family of intervals along a cyclic per-
mutation into chains to determine the size of the largest family of subsets of [n] not
containing one or more given posets as a subposet. De Bonis, Katona and Swanepoel
determined the size of the largest butterfly-free family. We strengthen this result by
showing that, for certain posets containing the butterfly poset as a subposet, the same
bound holds. We also obtain the corresponding LYM-type inequalities.
1 Introduction
Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and 2[n] be the power set of [n]. Let
(
[n]
r
)
denote the collection of all
r-element subsets of [n]. The sum of the k largest binomial coefficients of the form
(
n
i
)
is
denoted by Σ(n, k). A collection of sets, A ⊂ 2[n], may be viewed as a partially ordered set
(poset) with respect to inclusion.
Given two posets, P and Q, we say that P is a (weak) subposet of Q if there is an
injection, φ, from P to Q such that x ≤ y in P implies φ(x) ≤ φ(y) in Q. If we also have
that φ(x) ≤ φ(y) implies x ≤ y, then P is called an induced subposet of Q.
For a collection of posets, P, Katona and Tarjan [13] introduced the function La(n,P),
defined as the size of the largest collection A ⊂ 2[n] not containing any poset P ∈ P as
a subposet. Analogously, La#(n,P) denotes the size of the largest family A ⊂ 2[n] not
containing any poset P ∈ P as an induced subposet. In the case that P contains just
one poset, P , or two posets, P and Q, we simply write La(n, P ) or La(n, P,Q) instead of
La(n,P). Problems of this type are motivated by the famous theorem of Sperner [19]:
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Theorem 1. Let A ⊂ 2[n] be an antichain, then
|A| ≤
(
n
⌊n/2⌋
)
.
Moreover, equality is attained if and only if A consists of a full level of size ⌊n/2⌋ or ⌈n/2⌉.
Erdo˝s [8] extended this theorem by showing that if a family, A, contains no chain of
length k + 1, then |A| ≤ Σ(n, k). If we define the k + 1-path poset Pk+1 by k + 1 elements
x1, x2, . . . , xk+1 with the relations x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xk+1, then in our language, Erdo˝s’s result
states that La(n, Pk+1) = Σ(n, k). For a variety of posets, P , the value of La(n, P ) has
been determined asymptotically. These include the r-fork Vr [6], all crowns O2k except for
k ∈ {3, 5} [15], the N poset [10] and many others. An important asymptotic result is a
theorem of Bukh [3] which yields the asymptotic bound for any tree, La(n, T ) = (h(T ) −
1)
(
n
⌊n/2⌋
)
(1+O(1/n)) where h(T ) is the height of the tree. This result was extended to induced
trees by Boehnlein and Jiang [2]. A central open problem is to determine the asymptotic
value of the diamond poset (see, for example [1, 14, 16]).
Fewer exact results are known. Already, in their paper introducing the La function,
Katona and Tarjan [13] proved that La(n, V,Λ) = La#(n, V,Λ) = 2
( n−1
⌊n−1
2
⌋
)
, where V and
Λ are the 2-fork and 2-brush, respectively. Define the butterfly poset, B, by 4 elements
a, b, c, d with a, b ≤ c, d. Of central importance to the present paper is a theorem of De
Bonis, Katona and Swanepoel [7] showing that La(n,B) = Σ(n, 2). More recently, several
other exact results have been obtained. Burcsi and Nagy [4] obtained the exact bound for
multiple posets and introduced a method of creating further posets whose La function could
be calculated exactly. Griggs, Li and Lu [11] determined exact results for the k-diamond, Dk
(w ≤ x1, x2, . . . , xk ≤ z), for an infinite set of values of k. They also obtained exact results
for harp posets, H(l1, l2, . . . , lk), defined by k chains of length li between two fixed elements,
in the case when the li are all distinct.
Our first new result is a strengthening of the theorem of De Bonis, Katona and Swanepoel
on the butterfly poset. Namely, we introduce a poset S which contains the butterfly as a
strict subposet and prove that, nonetheless, the same bound holds. This poset, which we
call the “skew”-butterfly, is defined by 5 elements, a, b, c, d, e, with a, b ≤ c, d and b ≤ e ≤ d
(see Figure 1).
a
c
e
d
b
Figure 1: The skew-butterfly poset
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Theorem 2. Let n ≥ 3, then we have
La(n, S) = Σ(n, 2).
A construction matching this bound is given by taking two consecutive middle levels
of 2[n]. With this result (and all of the others) we also get the corresponding LYM-type
inequality if we assume ∅ and [n] are not in the family.
Theorem 3. Let n ≥ 3 and A ⊂ 2[n] be a collection of sets not containing S as a subposet,
and assume that ∅, [n] /∈ A, then ∑
A∈A
1(
n
|A|
) ≤ 2.
For the proof of Theorem 3, we consider the set of intervals along a cyclic permutation
(following Katona [12]). We partition these intervals into chains and consider the interactions
of consecutive chains in the partition. The method and the proof of this result are given in
Section 2.
We now mention some notable properties of S. It is one of the two posets whose Hasse
diagram is a 5-cycle. The other is the harp, H(4, 3), and La(n,H(4, 3)) was determined
exactly in the paper of Griggs, Li and Lu [11](the 4-cycles are B and D2). The skew-butterfly
is contained in the X (a, b ≤ c ≤ d, e), a tree of height 3, like B, and so its asymptotics are
determined by Bukh’s theorem. The exact value of La(n, S) cannot be determined by the
double chain method of Burcsi and Nagy [4] because one can find 5 sets on a double chain
with no copy of S. Finally, if we subdivide any of the edges ac, ad or bc in the Hasse diagram
of S, we get a poset for which there is a construction of size larger than Σ(n, 2).
Next, we consider a generalization of De Bonis, Katona and Swanepoel’s theorem in a
different direction. If instead of forbidding B, we forbid the pair of posets Y and Y ′ where
Y is the poset on 4 elements w, x, y, z with w ≤ x ≤ y, z and Y ′ is the same poset but with
all relations reversed, then La(n, Y, Y ′) = La(n,B) = Σ(n, 2). This result is already implicit
in the proof of De Bonis, Katona and Swanepoel. We extend the result by considering the
posets Yk and Y
′
k defined by k+2 elements x1, x2, . . . , xk, y, z with x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xk ≤ y, z
and its reverse (so Y = Y2 and V = Y1). We prove
Theorem 4. Let k ≥ 2 and n ≥ k + 1, then
La(n, Yk, Y
′
k) = Σ(n, k).
A construction matching this bound is given by taking k consecutive middle levels of 2[n].
We also have the LYM-type inequality:
Theorem 5. Let k ≥ 2 and n ≥ k+ 1. Assume that A ⊂ 2[n] contains neither Yk nor Y
′
k as
a subposet, and ∅, [n] /∈ A, then ∑
A∈A
1(
n
|A|
) ≤ k.
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We note that, again, the double chain method does not work for these pairs because one
can have 2k+1 sets on a double chain with no Yk and no Y
′
k by taking them consecutively on
the secondary chain. We also note that, for this particular result, we can find another proof
using the chain partitioning method of Griggs, Li and Lu [11] in addition to the approach
described in this paper.
Finally, we consider the more difficult induced case. We prove
Theorem 6. For n ≥ 3, we have
La#(n, Y, Y ′) = Σ(2, n).
We also have the LYM-type inequality:
Theorem 7. Assume that A ⊂ 2[n] contains neither Y nor Y ′ as an induced subposet, and
∅, [n] /∈ A, then ∑
A∈A
1(
n
|A|
) ≤ 2.
To prove Theorem 7, we introduce a second chain partitioning argument along the cycle.
These partitions may be thought of as the analogue of orthogonal symmetric chain partitions
[18] for the cycle. The method and the proof of Theorem 6 are given in Section 3. Observe
that because B is a subposet of both Y and Y ′, and the inequality La(n,P) ≤ La#(n,P)
always holds, we again have a direct generalization of the result of De Bonis, Katona and
Swanepoel. Note that the problem of determining La#(n,B) is fundamentally different. In
this case, one can construct a larger family by adjoining distance 4 constant weight codes
[9] to two consecutive full levels. Here an exact result is difficult to determine because the
corresponding coding theory question is a long standing open problem. Some asymptotic
results for this problem may be found in [17].
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section we introduce the first chain
decomposition and determine La(n, S). In the third section we use the same decomposition
to find La(n, Yk, Y
′
k) for all k ≥ 2. In the last section we introduce the second decomposition
and show that La#(n, Y, Y ′) = Σ(n, 2).
2 Forbidding S and the first cycle decomposition
A cyclic permutation, σ, is a cyclic ordering x1, x2, . . . , xn, x1 of the elements of [n]. We refer
to the sets {xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+t}, with addition taken modulo n, as intervals along the cyclic
permutation. For our purpose we will not consider ∅ or [n] to be intervals. The following
lemma is the essential ingredient of the proof of Theorem 3:
Lemma 8. If A is a collection of intervals along a cyclic permutation σ of [n] which does
not contain S as a subposet, then
|A| ≤ 2n.
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To prove Lemma 8 we will work with a decomposition of the intervals along σ into
maximal chains. Set Ci = {{xi}, {xi, xi−1}, {xi, xi−1, xi+1}, . . . , {xi, xi−1, . . . , xi+n/2−1}} when
n is even, and set Ci = {{xi}, {xi, xi−1}, {xi, xi−1, xi+1}, . . . , {xi, xi−1, . . . , xi−(n−1)/2}} when
n is odd, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n (See Figure 2). Observe that the set of chains {Ci}
n
i=1 forms a
partition of the intervals along σ. We will refer to this partition as the chain decomposition
of σ. Additionally, chains corresponding to consecutive elements of σ are called consecutive
chains.
Figure 2: The chain decomposition is marked with bold lines on the poset of intervals along
σ. The dashed lines indicate how the chains wrap around.
If A does not contain S as a subposet, and C is a chain from the chain decomposition of σ,
then it is easy to see that |A ∩ C| ≤ 4. We will classify the chains in the chain decomposition
by their intersection pattern with A. If |A ∩ C| = k, then we say C is of type k. When
k = 3 we distinguish 3 cases (See Figure 3 for an example of each case). If C contains
exactly 3 elements of A, not all occurring consecutively on C, then we say C is type 3S (S
for separated). If C has exactly 3 elements of A occurring consecutively with two sets of odd
size, then C is type 3R (facing right). If C has exactly 3 elements of A occurring consecutively
with two sets of even size, then C is type 3L (facing left).
We will now prove a sequence of lemmas showing which types of chains can occur con-
secutively in the chain decomposition of σ. These lemmas will let us disregard the exact
intersection pattern of A with the chains and allow us to work instead with the sequence of
chain types.
Lemma 9. Let Ci and Ci+1 be two consecutive chains in the chain decomposition of a cyclic
permutation. If Ci is of type 4, 3
R or 3S, then |A ∩ Ci+1| ≤ 1.
Proof. First, note that if Ci is of type 4, then we can remove a set from A ∩ Ci to make it
type 3S. Hence, we may assume that Ci is of type 3
S or 3R.
In order to reduce case analysis, we will now argue that we only need to consider certain
configurations of sets from A in Ci∪Ci+1. Consider the Hasse diagram of Ci∪Ci+1 as a graph
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3R 3L 3S
Figure 3: An example of chains of types 3R, 3L and 3S are drawn. The elements of A ∩ C
are highlighted for each type.
(See Figure 4). Call the vertices corresponding to sets in A occupied and the rest unoccupied.
If either the top or bottom vertex in the chain is occupied, then we extend Ci ∪ Ci+1 in both
directions maintaining the same relations between adjacent levels. Then, every occupied
vertex either has degree 2 or degree 4. We will see that it is sufficient to consider the case
when only degree 2 vertices are occupied. Indeed, if instead of taking a degree 4 vertex, we
take an adjacent unoccupied degree 2 vertex, then no additional containments are introduced.
If Ci is of type 3
R or 3S, then every occupied vertex of degree 4 can be replaced by a distinct
adjacent unoccupied vertex of degree 2 (This cannot be done if Ci is type 3
L). Thus, we may
assume that all of the occupied vertices in Ci from the the Hasse diagram of Ci ∪ Ci+1 have
degree 2.
Figure 4: Hasse diagrams of Ci ∪ Ci+1 and Ci ∪ Ci+1 ∪ Ci+2 are drawn.
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Let the sets in A∩Ci be L,M and N with L ⊂M ⊂ N . Assume, by contradiction, that
there are two sets A,B ∈ A ∩ Ci+1 with A ⊂ B. We may assume that A and B correspond
to degree 2 vertices in Ci ∩ Ci+1. We will distinguish three cases by comparing the sizes of
A and B with the size of M . If |A| < |M | < |B|, then L,M,N,A,B forms a skew-butterfly
with L,A ⊂ N,B and L ⊂ M ⊂ N . If |M | < |A| < |B|, then L,M,N,A,B forms a skew-
butterfly with L,M ⊂ N,B and L ⊂ A ⊂ B. The case |A| < |B| < |M | is symmetric. It
follows that there can be at most one set in A∩ Ci+1.
Lemma 10. Let Ci, Ci+1 and Ci+2 be three consecutive chains in the chain decomposition of
a cyclic permutation. If Ci is of type 4, 3
R or 3S and |A ∩ Ci+1| = 1, then Ci+2 is of type
0, 1, 2 or 3R.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose Ci is type 4, 3
R or 3S, |A ∩ Ci+1| = 1 and Ci+2 is type 3
L, 3S
or 4. If Ci or Ci+2 is of type 4, then we may disregard one set to make it type 3
S. By similar
reasoning as used in Lemma 9, we may assume all occupied vertices on the Hasse diagram
of Ci ∪Ci+1 ∪Ci+2 from Ci and Ci+2 have degree 2. Let L,M,N be the three sets in A∩Ci in
increasing order, and let A,B,C be the three sets in A ∩ Ci+2 in increasing order. Without
loss of generality, we may assume |M | > |B|. This, in turn, implies that |M | = |B| + 1
for otherwise L,M,N,A,B would be a skew-butterfly with L,A ⊂ M,N and A ⊂ B ⊂ N .
We will consider the possible locations of the set S ∈ A ∩ Ci+1 on Ci+1. If |S| ≤ |B|, then
N, S,A,B, C is a skew-butterfly with A, S ⊂ N,C and A ⊂ B ⊂ C. If |S| > |B|, then
L,M,N, S, A is a skew-butterfly with L,A ⊂ N, S and L ⊂ M ⊂ N . Thus, in either case
we have a contradiction.
By symmetry, we also have the following corollaries of Lemmas 9 and 10:
Corollary 11. Let Ci and Ci+1 be two consecutive chains in the chain decomposition of a
cyclic permutation. If Ci+1 is of type 4, 3
L or 3S, then |A ∩ Ci| ≤ 1.
Corollary 12. Let Ci, Ci+1 and Ci+2 be three consecutive chains in the chain decomposition
of a cyclic permutation. If Ci+2 is of type 4, 3
L or 3S and |A ∩ Ci+1| = 1, then Ci is of type
0, 1, 2 or 3L.
We now have sufficient information about which consecutive chain types are allowed to
prove Lemma 8:
Proof of Lemma 8. We must show that the average intersection of A with chains from the
decomposition is at most 2. To this end, we will form groups of chains such that the number
of sets from A in each group is at most twice the size of that group.
First, consider chains of type 4. If there is a sequence of chains alternating between type
4 and type 0 spanning every chain in the chain decomposition, then it is easy to see that the
average is at most 2. Otherwise, take each maximal group of consecutive chains alternating
between type 0 and type 4, beginning and ending with a type 4 chain. Call such a group
a 4-0-4 pattern (it may just consist of a single chain of type 4). If the group has length ℓ,
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then there are 2ℓ + 2 sets contributed from A. We will add additional chains to this group
to decrease the average to 2. By Lemma 9, if the chain following the type 4 chain on either
side is not type 0, then it must be type 1. In this case, we add the type 1 chain to the group.
Otherwise, we have a type 0 chain followed by a chain of type 0,1,2 or 3. If it is type 3,
we add both the type 0 and type 3 chain to our group. Otherwise, we just add the type 0
chain. In any case, if we have added k more chains to our group (on both sides of the 4-0-4
pattern), then we have added a total of at most 2k − 2 more sets from A. Thus, in total,
the group now consists of k + ℓ chains having at most 2k + 2ℓ sets from A, as desired.
Now, consider any remaining type 3 chain. Lemma 9 and Corollary 11 ensure that it has
a type 1 or type 0 chain on at least one side (right or left). By Lemma 10 and Corollary 12
and by the previous grouping of the chains of type 4, we know that this chain was not used
by any group consisting of chains of type 4. Thus, every type 3 chain may be grouped with
its adjacent type 1 or 0 chain. All remaining chains in the decomposition have at most 2
sets from A and so we may group them all together.
We now derive the LYM-type inequality, Theorem 3, from Lemma 8.
Proof. We will double count pairs (A, σ) where A ∈ A and σ is a cyclic permutation of [n].
Let f(A, σ) be the indicator function for A ∈ A and A being an interval along σ. For each
A ∈ A, there are |A|!(n − |A|)! cyclic permutations containing A as an interval. It follows
that ∑
A∈A
∑
σ
f(A, σ) =
∑
A∈A
|A|!(n− |A|)!.
On the other hand, Lemma 8 implies
∑
σ
∑
A∈A
f(A, σ) ≤
∑
σ
2n = 2n!.
Dividing through by n! gives ∑
A∈A
1(
n
|A|
) ≤ 2,
as desired.
Finally, we deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 3.
Proof. If A contains neither [n] nor ∅, then the result follows easily from Theorem 2. If A
contains [n], but there is an n− 1 element set A not contained in A, then replacing [n] with
A in A introduces no new relations and so yields another family of the same size without
a skew-butterfly. Thus, in this case, Theorem 2 again yields the result. If A contains [n]
and the entire n − 1st level, let A′ = {A ∈ A : |A| ≤ n − 2}. Then, A′ is an antichain, for
otherwise we would have a skew-butterfly. Thus, |A′| ≤
(
n
⌊n/2⌋
)
by Sperner’s Theorem and so
|A| ≤
(
n
⌊n/2⌋
)
+n+1. For n ≥ 5 this implies |A| ≤
(
n
⌊n/2⌋
)
+
(
n
⌊n/2⌋+1
)
. An analogous argument
works for the case when ∅ ∈ A. If n = 4 we give another argument (We are still assuming
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A contains all n− 1 element sets). If A′ is a full level, then A contains a skew-butterfly. If
A′ is not a full level, then the equality case of Sperner’s theorem implies |A′| ≤
(
n
⌊n/2⌋
)
− 1,
and so |A| ≤ n +
(
n
⌊n/2⌋
)
which yields the required bound when n = 4. The case n = 3 is
easily checked by hand.
We end this section by mentioning the relation between this approach and the double
chain method. It is not hard to see that a double chain has the exact same poset structure
as two consecutive chains in the chain decomposition described above. Namely, the degree
2 vertices from the Hasse diagram of consecutive chains correspond to the sets from the
secondary chain of a double chain. It follows that any forbidden subposet result that can
be determined exactly with the double chain method can also be determined exactly using
a decomposition of a cyclic permutation, and, thus, chain decompositions of the cycle may
be viewed as a generalization of the double chain method.
3 Forbidding Yk and Y
′
k
We will use the same decomposition of the cycle as in Section 2. The new bound we must
prove is
Lemma 13. If A is a collection of intervals along a cyclic permutation σ of [n] which does
not contain Yk or Y
′
k as a subposet, then
|A| ≤ kn.
As before, we will consider groups of consecutive chains. Each chain, C, with k + 1 sets
in C ∩ A is characterized by whether the second largest element in A ∩ C faces left or faces
right (has even or odd cardinality, respectively). We say that a chain with k+1 elements of
A is of type k + 1R if the second largest element faces right and k + 1L if it faces left.
Lemma 14. Let Ci and Ci+1 be consecutive chains in the decomposition. If Ci is of type
k + 1R, then |A ∩ Ci+1| ≤ k − 1, and |A ∩ Ci+1| = k − 1 implies that the largest element of
A ∩ Ci+1 is the same size as the second largest element of A ∩ Ci.
Proof. Let A be the second smallest set in A ∩ Ci and B be the second largest. Let Y be
the set of size |B| in Ci+1, and if A is degree 2 (left), then let X be the set of size |A| − 1
in Ci+1. If A is degree 4, then let X be the set of size |A| in Ci+1. In either case, let R be
the collection of those sets in Ci+1 (not necessarily in A) having sizes strictly between |X|
and |Y | (See Figure 5). Every set in Ci+1 ∩ A must lie in R ∪ {X} ∪ {Y } for otherwise we
would have a Yk or Y
′
k . Now, |A ∩ R| ≤ k − 2 for otherwise we would have a k + 2 chain
(actually, |A ∩ R| ≤ k − 3 in the case A is degree 4). If we take k − 1 sets from R ∪ {X},
then we have a Y ′k and so we can take at most k− 2 sets total from R∪{X}. It follows that
|A ∩ Ci+1| ≤ k − 1 with equality only if Y ∈ A.
By a symmetric argument we have
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BA
Y
X
R
Figure 5: The sets A, B, X and Y are shown, and the collection R is marked in the case A
is degree 2.
Corollary 15. Let Ci and Ci+1 be consecutive chains in the decomposition. If Ci+1 is of type
k+1L, then |A ∩ Ci| ≤ k− 1, and |A ∩ Ci| = k− 1 implies that the largest element of A∩Ci
is the same size as the second largest element of A ∩ Ci+1.
Lemma 16. There are no 3 consecutive chains Ci, Ci+1, Ci+2 such that Ci is type k+1
R, Ci+1
is type k − 1 and Ci+1 is type k + 1
L.
Proof. Since Ci is type k+1
R and Ci+2 is type k+1
L, the respective second largest elements
of A ∩ Ci and A ∩ Ci+2 must be of different sizes. It follows from Lemma 14 and Corollary
15 that we can have at most k − 2 sets in A∩ Ci+1.
We now have what we need to prove Lemma 13.
Proof of Lemma 13. Every group of 3 consecutive chains of type k+1R, ≤ k−2 and k+1L,
respectively, may be grouped together yielding a total of at most 3k sets on 3 chains. All
remaining chains of type k + 1R may be paired with a chain of at most k − 1 sets from A
following it, and all remaining chains of type k + 1L may be paired with a chain of at most
k − 1 sets preceding it. It follows that A consists of at most kn intervals along the cyclic
permutation σ.
Theorem 5 follows directly from Lemma 13 as before. It remains to use Theorem 5 to
deduce Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let A ⊂ 2[n] be a Yk and Y
′
k-free family. If neither of ∅ and [n] are in A,
then the result is immediate from Theorem 5. If∅ and [n] are inA, thenA\{∅, [n]} is k-chain
free and so has size at most Σ(n, k− 1) by Erdo˝s’s theorem. Since 2+Σ(n, k− 1) ≤ Σ(n, k)
for n ≥ k + 1 and k ≥ 2, we are done. Finally, suppose that ∅ ∈ A and [n] 6∈ A. If
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there is a singleton set {x} 6∈ A, then we may replace ∅ with {x} and we are back in
the first case. Hence, we may assume that A contains every singleton set (
(
[n]
1
)
⊂ A). Let
A′ = A\{{∅}∪
(
[n]
1
)
}. Now, A′ is k-chain free, so again by Erdo˝s’s theorem, |A′| ≤ Σ(n, k−1).
It follows that |A| ≤ 1 + n + Σ(n, k − 1). If A′ contains k − 1 full levels, then we have a
copy of Y ′k, so we may assume we do not. However, then we may apply the equality case of
Erdo˝s’s theorem to obtain that |A| ≤ n + Σ(n, k − 1). Finally, since n ≥ k + 1 implies that
the kth largest level has size at least n, we have |A| ≤ Σ(n, k), as desired.
4 Forbidding induced Y and Y ′ and second cycle de-
composition
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we will need to prove a lemma which bounds the largest inter-
section of an induced Y ,Y ′-free family with the set of intervals along a cyclic permutation.
Lemma 17. If A is a collection of intervals along a cyclic permutation σ of [n] which does
not contain Y or Y ′ as an induced subposet, then
|A| ≤ 2n.
Proof. We will consider a different way of partitioning the chains along σ from the one in the
proofs of the previous theorems. Let σ be the ordering x1, x2, . . . , xn, x1. Group the intervals
along σ into chains Ci = {{xi}, {xi, xi+1}, {xi, xi+1, xi+2}, . . . , {xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+n−1}} where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Observe that {Ci}
n
i=1 is a partition of the intervals along σ.
We now consider a second way of partitioning the intervals by setting
C′i = {{xi}, {xi, xi−1}, {xi, xi−1, xi−2}, . . . , {xi, xi−1, . . . , xi−n+1}} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Observe that
{C′i}
n
i=1 is again a partition (See Figure 6).
Now, the two partitions we have defined have the property that if A and B are in Ci for
some i, then at most one of A and B are in any C′j . Moreover, since each A is contained in
exactly one chain in each partition, it follows that each A is contained in exactly 2 chains in
the union of the two partitions. Thus, we have
∑
C∈{Ci}ni=1∪{C
′
i
}n
i=1
|A ∩ C| = 2 |A| .
On the other hand, if a chain C ∈ {Ci}
n
i=1 intersects A in k > 2 sets A1, A2, . . . , Ak with
A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ak, then there are k − 2 chains in C
′ ∈ {C′i}
n
i=1 such that |A ∩ C
′| = 1,
namely those chains in {C′i}
n
i=1 containing A2, A3, . . . , Ak−2 or Ak−1, as an intersection of
greater than one would yield an induced Y or Y ′. Similarly, if a chain C′ ∈ {C′i}
n
i=1 intersects
A in k > 2 sets, then there are k − 2 chains from {Ci}
n
i=1 which intersect A in exactly one
set. Here, we are using an additional property of the decomposition that if A ∈ C ∩ C′, then
no set larger than A in C is comparable to a set larger than A in C′, and, similarly, no set
smaller than A in C is comparable to a set smaller than A in C′. We have shown that there
is a total of 2k − 2 incidences of A with these k − 1 chains. It follows that the number of
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Figure 6: Orthogonal chain decompositions {Ci}
n
i=1 (above) and {C
′
i}
n
i=1 (below) of the cycle
are highlighted with bold lines. Dashed lines indicate how the chains wrap around.
pairs (A, C) where A ∈ A, C ∈ {Ci}
n
i=1 ∪ {C
′
i}
n
i=1 and A ∈ C is at most twice the number of
chains. Thus, ∑
C∈{Ci}ni=1∪{C
′
i
}n
i=1
|A ∩ C| ≤ 2 |{Ci}
n
i=1 ∪ {C
′
i}
n
i=1| = 4n.
Dividing through by 2 yields the desired inequality.
Lemma 17 implies the LYM-type inequality, Theorem 7, exactly as in the previous proofs.
It remains to derive the bound on La#(n, Y, Y ′) using Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 6. If A contains neither ∅ nor [n], then we are done by Theorem 7. If ∅
and [n] are in A, then A \ {∅, [n]} is induced V and Λ free. It follows from Katona and
Tarjan [13] that
La#(n, Y, Y ′) ≤ 2 + La#(n, V,Λ) = 2 + 2
(
n− 1⌊
n−1
2
⌋
)
≤ Σ(n, 2).
Now, assume without loss of generality that ∅ 6∈ A but [n] ∈ A, and let A′ = A \ {[n]}.
Since A′ is induced Y and Y ′-free, it satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 7. Assume, by
contradiction, that |A′| = Σ(n, 2). It follows that equality holds in Theorem 7. If n is odd,
then we have that A′ =
(
[n]
⌊n/2⌋
)
∪
(
[n]
⌈n/2⌉
)
which implies A induces a Y ′, contradiction. If n is
12
even, then
(
[n]
n/2
)
⊂ A′ and
(
n
n/2+1
)
sets from
(
[n]
n/2−1
)
∪
(
[n]
n/2+1
)
are in A. Since A contains no
Y ′, it follows that A′ ∩
(
[n]
n/2+1
)
= ∅. Thus, we must have A′ =
(
[n]
n/2−1
)
∪
(
[n]
n/2
)
, but then A
still contains an induced Y ′, contradiction.
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